
This presentation seeks to locate urban dwelling within the
cycles of boom and bust that characterize today’s cities. It
focuses on the inhabitance of tenants, mostly refugees,
coerced to live in the interstices of these cycles, occupying
either residual spaces left in the aftermath of earlier (failed)
investments or spaces held through predatory investments
in anticipation of future redevelopment. Through in-depth
investigations of dilapidated residential clusters and
buildings scattered across Lebanon’s capital city Beirut, the
research explores how a temporary inhabitance is allowed at
the intersections of multiple capital flows (e.g., investments,
aid), changing regulatory environments, population
movements, and shifting ownership patterns, transforming
urban neighborhoods while consistently precluding the
possibility of living outside the dominant extractive
inhabitance that characterizes today’s Beirut. The research is
part of a larger investigation of ongoing transformations in
Beirut’s housing landscape conducted by the Housing
Justice team at the Beirut Urban Lab.
 

Mona Fawaz

Mona Fawaz is Professor in Urban Studies and Planning at the American
University of Beirut where she co-founded the Beirut Urban Lab, a regional
research center invested in working towards more inclusive, just, and viable cities.
Mona is also Honorary Professor at the Department of Planning in the Bartlett
School, at UCL, and she has taught in several European universities and held
several international fellowships. 
Mona’s research stems from the imperative of making cities more just, addressing
urbanization through the lenses of informality and the law, land, housing, property
and space, always responding to the urge of informing planning theory and
practice. Her findings are published in scholarly articles, book sections, and
reports. She currently serves as a member of the Editorial Collective of the
International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, and she serves on the
boards of the journals Planning Theory and City and Society.
.  

The seminar will be online,
register at:
https://polito-
it.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUu
c-
mrqjgpGNWyIv7XxQiYsTdN0B-
pcEgV

If you are in Turin, you can join us in
person and attend the online
seminar from Aula Astengo, DIST
Castello del Valentino, Viale Mattioli
39, Torino
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For info about our other events:
https://beyondinhabitation.org/
events/ 

I N H A B I T I N G  B E I R U T ’ S  C Y C L E S  O F  B O O M  A N D
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